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ABSTRACT2
Bagana, arguably the most active volcano in Papua New Guinea, has been in a state of3
near-continuous eruption for over 150 years, with activity dominated by sluggish extrusion of4
thick blocky lava flows. If current extrusion rates are representative, the entire edifice may have5
been constructed in only 300-500 years. Bagana exhibits a remarkably high gas flux to the6
atmosphere, with persistent sulfur dioxide (SO2) emissions of several thousand tonnes per day.7
This combination of apparent youth and high outgassing fluxes is considered unusual among8
persistently active volcanoes worldwide. We have used satellite observations of SO2 emissions9
and thermal infrared radiant flux to explore the coupling of lava extrusion and gas emission10
at Bagana. The highest gas emissions (up to 10 kt/day) occur during co-extrusive intervals,11
suggesting a degree of coupling between lava and gas, but gas emissions remain relatively high12
(∼2500 t/d) during inter-eruptive pauses. These passive emissions, which clearly persist for13
decades if not centuries, require a large volume of degassing but non-erupting magma beneath14
the volcano with a substantial exsolved volatile phase to feed the remarkable SO2 outgassing: an15
additional ∼1.7-2 km3 basaltic andesite would be required to supply the excess SO2 emissions16
we observe in our study interval (2005 to present). That this volatile phase can ascend freely to17
the surface under most conditions is likely to be key to Bagana’s largely effusive style of activity,18
in contrast with other persistently active silicic volcanoes where explosive and effusive eruptive19
styles alternate.20
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1 INTRODUCTION
Long-lived eruptions from silicic volcanoes are a common and hazardous mode of volcanism. Over two22
hundred volcanoes have exhibited cycles of lava dome-building and destruction in the Holocene (Global23
1
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Volcanism Program, 2013), and two thirds of the fatalities caused by volcanic activity since 1600 CE24
are attributed to eruptions at these volcanoes (Auker et al., 2013). The characteristics of persistent silicic25
volcanism include: the emplacement of lava flows and domes composed of crystal-rich, high viscosity26
lava (106–1011 Pa s); strongly cyclic behaviour with episodes of lava extrusion punctuated by violent27
Vulcanian or sub-Plinian explosive eruptions; and relatively slow extrusion rates (10−2–10−1 km3 year−1)28
that may persist for months or years (Druitt and Kokelaar, 2002; Sherrod et al., 2008; Power et al., 2010;29
Wadge et al., 2014; Sheldrake et al., 2016). Many persistently active silicic volcanoes are also major30
sources of volcanic gas, with outgassing fluxes remaining high even during pauses between eruptive phases31
(Delgado-Granados et al., 2001; Edmonds et al., 2003; Arellano et al., 2008; Lopez et al., 2013b).32
Few volcanoes worldwide are so persistently active as Bagana, Papua New Guinea, which has many of the33
traits outlined above (long-lived eruptions, crystal-rich magmas, slow extrusion rate, substantial outgassing)34
yet seems to lack the classic episodic extrusive/explosive eruption cycle so characteristic of dome-building35
volcanoes (Barmin et al., 2002; Sheldrake et al., 2016). Bagana has exhibited near-continuous extrusion of36
andesitic lava flows since it was first observed by scientists in the 1840s (Bultitude et al., 1978; Wadge37
et al., 2012) and is a remarkable emitter of sulfur dioxide (SO2) with the highest persistent outgassing38
flux of any volcano worldwide without a lava lake (McGonigle et al., 2004b; McCormick et al., 2012;39
Carn et al., 2017). The volcano’s remote location precludes regular visits and satellite remote sensing has40
emerged as a key tool for studying Bagana (McCormick et al., 2012; Wadge et al., 2012, 2018). Many41
aspects of Bagana’s activity remain enigmatic, including the mechanisms of its prodigious gas output and42
the key processes controlling the timing and intensity of lava extrusion.43
In this contribution we use satellite observations to explore the activity of Bagana over the last decade44
with a particular focus on lava extrusion and SO2 gas emissions. We show that Bagana’s activity is strongly45
episodic, with phases of lava extrusion and elevated gas emissions lasting for several months, separated46
by pauses of similar duration where extrusion may cease. We find clear evidence for strong co-eruptive47
coupling between gas and magma, but also for substantial passive gas emissions during inter-eruptive48
pauses. We consider it likely that a substantial exsolved volatile phase is present in the shallow plumbing49
system (Wallace, 2005; Wallace and Edmonds, 2011; Parmigiani et al., 2016; Edmonds and Woods,50
2018), comprising a large proportion of the co-eruptive gas flux and dominating the inter-eruptive passive51
emissions. This volatile-rich phase could exert a strong influence on eruptive style: a permeability drop52
in the upper conduit impeding gas escape is an important mechanism for triggering explosive eruptions53
(Stix et al., 1993; Edmonds et al., 2003; Geirsson et al., 2014). Explosive eruptions do occur infrequently54
at Bagana and threaten surrounding isolated villages with ashfall, debris avalanche and pyroclastic flow55
inundation. Deeper insight into volcanic processes at Bagana will benefit from careful analyses of recent56
erupted products, and dedicated ground-based monitoring. At a minimum we advocate continued satellite57
surveillance of this active and potentially dangerous volcano.58
2 GEOLOGICAL CONTEXT
2.1 Tectonic setting and volcanism on Bougainville59
Bagana is located on Bougainville Island, geographically part of the Solomon archipelago but politically60
an autonomous region of Papua New Guinea (PNG). PNG lies in a complex tectonic buffer zone between61
the southwest–northeast converging Australian continent and the Ontong-Java plateau in the Pacific Ocean62
(Figure 1a). The interactions of rotating microplates—the Woodlark, Adelbert, North and South Bismarck,63
and Solomon Sea plates—control the volcanic and seismic activity in the region. Volcanism on Bougainville64
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is a consequence of the Solomon Sea plate being subducted beneath the Pacific plate. Total convergence65
across the boundary is rapid (93-110 mm/yr), earthquake locations point to a steeply dipping (∼70o) slab,66
and water depths in the adjacent trench exceed 8,000 m (Tregoning et al., 1998; Syracuse and Abers, 2004;67
Holm and Richards, 2013; Holm et al., 2016).68
Blake (1968) identifies seventeen post-Miocene volcanoes on Bougainville, running southeast along the69
mountainous central spine of the island (Figure 1b). Two caldera-forming eruptions at Billy Mitchell, of VEI70
5 and 6 respectively, are dated to 1030±25 and 1580±20 Common Era (Global Volcanism Program, 2013).71
Balbi and Loloru exhibit fumarolic activity and are considered dormant. The remainder of Bouganville’s72
volcanoes show no signs of activity and are considered extinct. Bougainville and the other Solomon73
Islands are largely formed of Tertiary and Quaternary volcanic rocks, derived sediments, and subordinate74
limestones (Blake and Miezitis, 1967; Blake, 1968). The highest point on Bougainville is the summit of75
Balbi (2591m); Bagana’s summit elevation is currently 1897m (Wadge et al., 2018).76
2.2 Bagana volcano77
Bagana is an andesitic lava cone, a stratovolcano dominantly built of overlapping lava flows with only78
small volumes of pyroclastics. Reliable observations date to 1842 and the characteristic activity comprises79
the extrusion of slow-moving blocky lava flows persisting for weeks to months (Blake, 1968; Bultitude,80
1976; Cooke and Johnson, 1978; Bultitude, 1981; Bultitude and Cooke, 1981). The lava flows are tens of81
metres thick and exhibit prominent levee-bound margins on the volcano’s steep upper and medial slopes and82
extensive lateral spread into steep-fronted lobes at lower elevations (Figure 2). Satellite radar observations83
of lava extrusion during 2010-11 revealed strongly pulsatory extrusion rates, with a 14-month mean of84
0.92 m3 s−1 (Wadge et al., 2012). By digital elevation model (DEM) differencing over timescales from85
years to decades, Wadge et al. (2018) calculated a mean extrusion rate of ∼1.0 m3 s−1 for 1945-2014. If86
these extrusion rates are representative, the entire Bagana edifice—estimated by Wadge et al. (2018) to87
have volume of 5.1-9.6 km3—could have been built in only 300-500 years.88
Bagana’s shallow summit crater can be occupied by a small lava dome but this is frequently obscured by a89
dense gas plume emanating from numerous fumaroles on the dome surface (Figure 2). Infrequent explosive90
eruptions destroy the dome, modify the geometry of the crater rim, and may influence the downslope91
direction of lava flows. There are extensive scree and talus deposits on the volcano flanks sourced from92
lava flows, pyroclastic density currents and debris avalanches. We (BMK) visited Bagana in September93
2016 and recent debris flow deposits extended 4.5 km from the summit. Ephemeral hot springs are reported94
around the base of the cone, and we noted high water temperatures (∼60oC) in tributaries of the Torokina95
river close to the volcano.96
Bagana lavas are porphyritic basaltic andesites, with 30-50 volume % phenocrysts of plagioclase, augite,97
magnetite and hornblende, and a matrix of plagioclase microlites, hypersthene, magnetite, and glass98
(Bultitude et al., 1978; Bultitude, 1976; Blake, 1968). Analyzed lavas fall into three groups, chemically99
distinct and erupted during different periods of activity. Pre-1943 lavas, termed Group 1 by Bultitude et al.100
(1978), are the most evolved products of the volcano, with SiO2 contents of ∼56-58 wt%. Lavas erupted101
during 1943-53 (Group 2) are the most primitive products sampled (SiO2 ∼53-54 wt%), while Group 3102
lavas, erupted during 1959-75, are intermediate in composition, with SiO2 ∼55-56 wt%. Lavas erupted103
in 1988-89 (Rogerson et al., 1989) and recent lavas erupted post-2005 also appear to be compositionally104
similar to Group 3 (B. McCormick Kilbride, unpublished data).105
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2.3 Recent activity of Bagana106
Bagana’s historical activity has been comprehensively reviewed by Bultitude et al. (1978), Bultitude107
(1981) and Bultitude and Cooke (1981). Prior to the Second World War, when air traffic in the region108
increased significantly, observations of the volcano were very rare. Wadge et al. (2018) drew on several109
decades of pilot reports, ground-based observations and, in particular, satellite remote sensing, to construct110
the most complete account of Bagana’s activity to date. Here, we review only the activity during our study111
interval, 2000 to 2017, summarised in Figure 3. Other accounts of Bagana’s activity can be found in the112
Bulletins of the Global Volcanism Program [http://volcano.si.edu/volcano.cfm?vn=255020], drawn from113
information provided by Rabaul Volcanological Observatory (RVO) and the Darwin Volcanic Ash Advisory114
Centre (VAAC).115
Figure 3 is largely based on ASTER observations (Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emissions and116
Reflection Radiometer carried on the NASA Terra satellite, (Pieri and Abrams, 2004)). ASTER makes117
observations with high (sub-100 m) spatial resolution in both visible/near-infrared (VNIR) and thermal118
infrared (TIR) and is particularly valuable for Bagana in that the radiative portion of active lava flows can119
be imaged at sufficient resolution to determine the direction of flow away from the summit crater. Our120
catalogue of ASTER images is available in the Supplementary Material accompanying this manuscript. The121
timing and directional information (e.g. S = south) of these observations are shown by short black vertical122
lines in Figure 3; the limited number of observations over several years is a consequence of ASTER’s123
infrequent observations as well as clouds obscuring lava flow thermal emissions. From 2000 to 2008 lava124
flowed south, though there is no positive evidence of this for 2001 and 2003. From 2008 to 2014 lava125
flowed successively west, south, west, east, north and northwest. There is no ASTER evidence of flank lava126
flows since 2014 though there have been radiant signals from the summit crater. Other significant events127
are recorded in Figure 2, two debris avalanches (late 2004 and 2016), two large explosions (late 2000 and128
mid 2014), and a pyroclastic flow in mid 2007. This may not be a complete record of activity at Bagana.129
RVO visits to the volcano are infrequent and although local observers make nominally daily reports to the130
Observatory, these are limited to clear views of the western slopes of the volcano.131
All reported activity at Bagana includes reference to a dense and persistent summit gas plume. To date,132
only SO2 emissions have been measured at Bagana, with recent attempts to quantify plume gas chemistry133
using UAV-based sensors proving inconclusive [S. Arellano, personal communication]. SO2 emissions134
were first measured by COSPEC in 1983 and 1989 and were reported as 36 and 37 kg s−1 respectively,135
equivalent to ∼3100-3200 t d−1 or 1130-1170 kt y−1 (Global Volcanism Program, 1983, 1989; Andres136
and Kasgnoc, 1998). An airborne DOAS survey in 2003 measured SO2 emissions of 23 kg s−1, equivalent137
to ∼2000 t d−1 or 725 kt y−1 (McGonigle et al., 2004b). OMI observations during 2004-2008 measured138
a total of 455 kt but this is likely to be an underestimate of true SO2 emissions caused by rapid plume139
processing and the low altitude of Bagana’s plume (McCormick et al., 2012). Recent global inventories140
of volcanic emissions reported Bagana’s mean annual SO2 flux for the period 2005-2015 as 1380 kt y−1,141
making it the third highest persistent volcanic SO2 source after Ambrym and Kilauea (Fioletov et al., 2016;142
Carn et al., 2017).143
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3 MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.1 Remote sensing of SO2 emissions144
3.1.1 The Ozone Monitoring Instrument145
The Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) is a hyperspectral UV/visible spectrometer launched in 2004146
aboard the Aura satellite in NASA’s A-train constellation (Levelt et al., 2006b,a). OMI observations147
have been widely used to study volcanic SO2 emissions, both from discrete eruptions (Thomas et al.,148
2009; Carn and Prata, 2010; Lopez et al., 2013a) and over multi-year intervals on the regional and149
global scale (McCormick et al., 2012, 2015; Carn et al., 2016; Fioletov et al., 2016; Carn et al., 2017).150
OMI measures backscattered solar radiation from Earth’s surface and atmosphere and SO2 column151
concentrations have been calculated using a series of increasingly sophisticated retrieval algorithms152
(Krotkov et al., 2006; Yang et al., 2007, 2009; Li et al., 2013, 2017). All OMI mission data are archived153
online [https://mirador.gsfc.nasa.gov/] and the entire dataset has recently been re-analysed using the latest154
retrieval algorithm, based on principal component analysis, PCA (Li et al., 2013; Carn et al., 2017; Li et al.,155
2017).156
The PCA-retrieved background SO2 has a standard deviation of ∼0.5 Dobson units (DU, 1 DU = 2.69157
× 1026 molec km−2), a factor of two reduction in retrieval noise over the preceding linear fit algorithm158
(Fioletov et al., 2016; Krotkov et al., 2016). The total error for a single retrieval may be 70-150% (Krotkov159
et al., 2016) but a comprehensive error analysis of the OMSO2VOLCANO product, encompassing retrieval160
noise, plume altitude, cloud cover, latitude, and other factors has not yet been published. Systematic errors161
in the SO2 Jacobians used in the retrieval arise where local observational conditions differ widely from162
those assumed in the Jacobian calculations. SO2 column concentration is likely to be overestimated in163
scenes with snow, ice or cloud cover, or in the free troposphere over the open ocean. Certain precautions164
can be made to reduce error, such as rejecting pixels from the outermost two rows of the OMI swath,165
which are subject to elevated noise levels and have significantly larger area than more central pixels, and166
high-reflectivity pixels with cloud fractions in excess of 0.3. Cloud cover can be extensive in tropical167
locations such as Papua New Guinea and further work is certainly needed to accommodate spatially and168
temporally variable cloud cover in SO2 retrievals.169
Time-averaging has been widely used for its significant effect in reducing uncertainties due to retrieval170
noise. For example, uncertainties fall to 10-15% of the signal on an annual basis (Krotkov et al., 2016).171
Generally, we have avoided the use of individual retrievals in this study pending further quantitative172
evaluation of the data quality and focussed largely on annual or monthly summing and averaging of SO2173
retrievals. Overall, the PCA algorithm’s significantly reduced noise and regional biases relative to earlier174
operational products make it substantially better suited to quantifying lower altitude (i.e. planetary boundary175
layer, PBL) SO2 emissions than earlier operational data products (Fioletov et al., 2016; Krotkov et al.,176
2016; Carn et al., 2017).177
3.1.2 SO2 mass loading, lifetime and emission rates178
The PCA retrieval algorithm yields atmospheric SO2 column concentrations for every pixel in the OMI179
swath. Given the area of each pixel and by summing pixels, we compute a total SO2 mass loading in each180
field-of-view (FOV) “scene”. Different estimates of column concentration are provided according to the181
SO2 plume altitude. The PBL SO2 column concentration assumes a plume centre of mass altitude (CMA)182
of 1.0 km, somewhat lower than Bagana’s summit altitude of ∼1.8 km. Following Fioletov et al. (2016)183
and Carn et al. (2017) we perform a correction on the retrieved SO2 vertical column densities by using184
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a local air mass factor (AMF, 0.547) rather than the default effective AMF of 0.36 used in the full PCA185
retrieval. This AMF correction reduces scene mass loadings by ∼33%. We lack reliable measurements of186
plume altitude at Bagana but given the dominantly passive or co-extrusive character of the emissions we do187
not envisage a strong thermal lofting effect and therefore consider the vent altitude a reasonable estimate of188
long-term mean plume altitude. The lower troposphere SO2 data (TRL, with CMA ∼2.5 km) yield scene189
mass loadings around 65% lower than the PBL data and probably underestimate SO2 mass loading over190
Bagana.191
We calculate mass loadings for a roughly 2o latitude/longitude domain centred on Bagana, adjusting192
this domain manually to capture the full extent of elongate plumes, or to avoid incursions from drifting193
SO2 from nearly passive degassing volcanoes (e.g. Rabaul, Ulawun) or regional eruptions (e.g. Manam in194
January 2005). These total SO2 mass loadings represent the volcano’s emissions since the previous satellite195
overpass, less any SO2 that has been advected beyond the margins of the box or has been removed by196
chemical or physical processes. Single orbit SO2 mass loadings are unlikely to be equal to at-source daily197
SO2 emission rates, unless SO2 lifetime is close to 24 hours (i.e. one day). SO2 can be removed from the198
atmosphere by oxidation to SO2−4 or direct physical processes, such as wet deposition. The lifetime of199
SO2 in the tropical boundary layer or troposphere is thought to be ∼1-2 days but estimates of SO2 lifetime200
vary widely and depend on a host of factors: gas-phase oxidation is limited by hydroxyl availability; wet201
deposition and aqueous-phase oxidation by atmospheric humidity and cloud cover; other aerosol reaction202
pathways by pH or the availability of particulate reaction surfaces (Eatough et al., 1994; Faloona, 2009).203
Volcanic plumes are highly heterogenous in their chemistry, particle content and humidity and consequently204
lifetime estimates of volcanic SO2 vary more widely (Oppenheimer et al., 1998; McGonigle et al., 2004a;205
Rodriguez et al., 2008; Boichu et al., 2013; McCormick et al., 2014; Beirle et al., 2014; ?).206
Lopez et al. (2013a) and Carn et al. (2016) presented simple methods to calculate SO2 emission rate207
(tonnes per day) by multiplying scene SO2 mass loading (tonnes SO2) by plume speed (kilometres per208
hour, or day) and dividing by the plume length (km). This method can be extended to calculate the scene209
SO2 lifetime, which is equal to the mass loading divided by the emission rate. The main caveats of this210
approach are the need for an accurate local wind speed and also for plumes of a linear geometry, where211
SO2 column concentration decreases downwind and steady state emissions can be reasonably assumed.212
We identified 75 such SO2 plumes in our OMI observations and performed these calculations to obtain213
SO2 emission rate and lifetimes from our measured mass loadings. Our plume speed estimates come from214
NCEP Renanalysis 2 data (provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, USA, available online:215
https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd) for a plume altitude of ∼2 km. We calculate SO2 lifetime ranging from 9 to216
43 hours, with a mean of 22.5 hours and a standard deviation of 7.6 hours. Binning our data into months of217
the year, we find a similar mean of 23.1 hours and a decreased standard deviation of 4.5 hours. There is no218
compelling evidence for a seasonal variation in SO2 lifetime. These results bear out the suggestion that219
tropospheric volcanic plumes are complex environments and SO2 lifetime can vary widely.220
Incorporating SO2 lifetime into our results is not trivial. Without some assumption of lifetime, a mass221
loading time series cannot strictly be interpreted in terms of changing at-source emission rate. However,222
lifetime demonstrably varies widely and we do not have an accurate daily record of this variation. Herein,223
we have opted for a constant lifetime of 22.5 hours in order to convert our mass loading data into emission224
rates. To acknowledge the uncertainty introduced by this assumption of constant lifetime, we also present225
higher and lower bound emission rates calculated by shorter (14.9 hours) and longer (30.1 hours) lifetimes226
respectively. Our approach is not fully adequate to characterise the variability of SO2 lifetime but this is a227
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formidable challenge and one that requires extensive atmospheric physical and chemical modelling of a228
range of volcanic plume settings in order to be overcome.229
3.1.3 The OMI Row Anomaly230
The early years of the OMI SO2 dataset have complete daily global coverage, achieved by the instrument’s231
wide swath and 14/15 daily orbits (Levelt et al., 2006b). Since late 2008, coverage has been diminished232
due to the OMI Row Anomaly (ORA), a blockage in the sensor’s field of view that renders a variable233
fraction of the swath unuseable (Carn et al., 2013; Flower et al., 2016). Flower et al. (2016) showed that234
the ORA imposes periodicities of 3.2 and 7.9 days in OMI observations, akin to the 2.3-day cycles typical235
of polar-orbiting satellite datasets caused by changing sensor viewing angle. Applying a running average to236
the data can suppress the effect of these cycles–if the averaging window used is greater in length than the237
cycle period–but this also reduces the dynamic range of the data. In this study, we are interested mostly238
in the long-term behaviour of Bagana and have largely binned our satellite observations on an annual or239
monthly basis, effectively reducing the influence of the ORA or changing viewing geometry.240
A consequence of the ORA is that gaps in an SO2 emissions time series result in an underestimate of the241
true emissions budget. To treat these gaps as true null values–where no SO2 was emitted from the volcano–242
is misleading and inconsistent with the largely continuous daily emissions observed in the early years of243
our dataset. Accordingly, we fill these data gaps using either averaging or linear interpolation based on244
preceding or following observations. For gaps of 1-5 days, we calculate the missing SO2 mass as the mean245
of two closest preceding and two closest following OMI observations. When the gap between consecutive246
observations is greater than 5 days (n=67), we use linear interpolation between the two observations before247
and after the gap. On the ten occasions where data gaps exceed 10 days, we treat the null values as real null248
values (i.e. SO2 mass = 0), judging that an attempted correction here would be too poorly constrained by249
the unavailability of surrounding observations. The consequence of this correction for null values is a 56%250
increase in total OMI-observed SO2 mass loading over the course of our study period.251
3.2 Remote sensing of thermal emissions and lava extrusion252
The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) is an infrared sensor carried by two253
NASA satellites, Terra and Aqua, launched in 1999 and 2004. MODIS has been used in many Earth254
Observation applications, notably the detection of thermal anomalies (or “hotspots”) such as wildfires255
and lava or pyroclastic debris from erupting volcanoes (Wright et al., 2002; Rothery et al., 2005; Wright,256
2016). MODVOLC is an algorithm developed for the automated detection of volcanic hotspots and the257
quantification of their emitted thermal infrared (TIR) radiation (Wright et al., 2002, 2004; Wright, 2016).258
The MODVOLC database has full daily coverage from 2000 to the present day, can be searched and259
visualised online [http://modis.higp.hawaii.edu/], and provides hotspot pixel counts, spectral radiance and260
radiant flux for every active volcano on Earth. Other thermal monitoring algorithms exist (e.g. MIROVA,261
Coppola et al. (2016)) but the great advantage of MODVOLC, justifying our use of it here, is consistency262
of data quality and coverage over a multi-year timeframe and the care taken to avoid false positives in the263
data (Wright, 2016).264
We have used data from both MODIS instruments, resulting in four potential daily observations of265
Bagana’s spectral radiance. However, we restricted our analysis to nighttime observations, in order to266
minimise any sunglint effects. This had the effect of removing 26 alerts across the duration of our study267
period, leaving 1314 separate hotspot detections. The low number of daytime observations at Bagana is268
likely a consequence of reduced thermal contrast between the volcanic edifice and its surroundings during269
sunlit hours. The number of hot pixels detected within each alert varies between 1 and 8, though most270
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alerts comprise only 1 (63%), 2 (27%) or 3 (7%) pixels. In general, the global MODVOLC database is271
dominated by radiant emissions from basaltic lava flows, given their tendency for high width-to-thickness272
ratios and high eruption temperatures (Wright, 2016). Given Bagana’s basaltic andesite composition (and273
therefore lower temperature) and narrow, strongly channelised lava flows, the typically low number of hot274
pixels in any single MODIS overpass is within expectations.275
Radiant flux (φe, measured in W, or J s−1) can be estimated from MODIS observations using an empirical276
relationship based on observed spectral radiance at 3.959 µm, L3.959 (after Kaufman et al. (1998); Wooster277
et al. (2003):278
φe = 1.89× 107(L3.959 − L3.959,bg)
where L3.959,bg is the spectral radiance of adjacent pixels without anomalous thermal emissions.279
Uncertainties on individual measurements of radiant flux should not exceed 30% (Wright, 2016). We280
calculate the total radiant flux for each Terra or Aqua overpass by summing the radiant flux measured from281
each hotspot pixel. On longer (e.g. monthly or annual) timescales, we calculate the total radiated energy (J)282
by integration beneath the curve. After Wright (2016), we treat data gaps exceeding 7 days as real null283
values, where eruptive activity bringing hot lava to the Earth’s surface has ceased. Shorter data gaps may284
be a result of clouds obscuring radiant surfaces and these gaps are accounted for in our calculations of total285
radiated energy by the use of linear interpolation between preceding and consecutive MODVOLC alerts.286
3.3 Volcanic Ash Advisories287
Volcano Ash Advisories (VAAs) resulting from activity at Bagana are issued by the Darwin VAAC,288
and have been mainly based on observations by the following satellites: GMS-5 (launched March 1995,289
decommissioned July 2005); MTSAT-1R (or Himawari-6, launched 26 February 2005, decommissioned 4290
December 2015); MTSAT-2 (or Himawari-7, launched 18 February 2006, and still operational, though291
mostly occupying a stand-by mode); and Himawari-8 (launched 7 October 2014, and operational 7 July292
2015). In addition to these Japanese-operated instruments, Darwin VAAC has used observations from293
the US GOES-9 satellite (reactivated between 2003 and and November 2005 to provide coverage after294
the failure of MTSAT-1 to reach orbit) and Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) missions,295
and pilot observations from a range of regional airlines. Data reported in VAAs include: the date and296
time of ash cloud detection; an identification of the source volcano; information on the altitude and297
direction of volcanic clouds; and forecasts of where the ash will disperse based on current wind fields. The298
Darwin archive of VAAs (June 1998 to present) is hosted online by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology299
[ftp://ftp.bom.gov.au/anon/gen/vaac/].300
3.4 Rabaul Volcanological Observatory reports301
Bagana occupies a remote location in the heavily forested interior of Bougainville (Figure 1c), roughly302
20 km northeast of Torokina, one of very few anchorages on the island’s southwest coast. Several small303
villages lie between the volcano and the coast, with a population of roughly 8,000 in a 30 km radius (Global304
Volcanism Program, 2013). RVO retain a local observer to provide daily reports on activity at the volcano;305
the present observer is based in Gotana (9.5 km SW of the summit, 6.201oS 155.136oE) though some306
reports have been obtained from Wakovi (7.5 km to WSW, 6.161oS 155.132oE). The reports are variable307
in content but can provide useful constraint on the timing of changes in activity including whether lava308
flows are active, nighttime incandescence can be seen at the volcano’s summit, or ashfall is reported on the309
villages. Reports are available fairly regularly but gaps in the record are common owing to the absences by310
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the observer from Bougainville or clouds obscuring the volcano summit from view. The highly directional311
nature of Bagana’s extrusive activity means that reports of lava extrusion are particularly fragmentary.312
4 RESULTS
4.1 Inter-annual satellite observations313
4.1.1 Comparison with earlier work on SO2 emissions314
We generated an inter-annual time series of Bagana SO2 emissions (Figure 5a), by first filling the null315
values in our scene mass loading data and performing an AMF correction, secondly by converting individual316
scene mass to daily emission rates using estimates of SO2 lifetime, and finally by integrating these emission317
rates to calculate annual emissions. Assuming a lifetime of 22.5 hours is accurate, annual emissions vary318
from a peak of 1284 kt in 2005 to around 350-700 kt in most other years. Emissions are lower in 2004319
and 2017 where our data does not extend to the full year. Our upper range lifetime estimate (30.1 hours)320
reduces annual emissions by ∼25% while our lower range lifetime estimate (14.5 hours) increases annual321
emissions by ∼51% (Figure 5a). Following 2005, Bagana’s annual emissions generally decrease but with322
clear secondary peaks in 2012 and 2015-16.323
A recent global OMI survey of persistent volcanic emissions (Carn et al., 2017) derived annual SO2324
emission rates for Bagana for 2005-15. Their approach was to align all detected SO2 pixels into a common325
wind direction and fit a modified Gaussian to the generated composite plume in order to estimate the326
per-year SO2 emission rates, shown alongside our data in Figure 5a. There are two important features327
to note in this comparison: (i) the large difference (∼40-100%) in magnitude of the Carn et al. (2017)328
emissions and our data; and (ii) the two time series have relatively similar trends, aside from 2010 and329
2012.330
These differences are not straightforward to understand but seem likely to be a combined consequence331
of our different ways of handling the OMI data and differences in SO2 lifetime. Carn et al. (2017) derive332
emissions consistent with a composite plume generated by combining all detected OMI pixels while we333
have individually processed all scenes and derived an SO2 on a per-scene basis. One possibility is that334
truncation of larger gas plumes by the OMI row anomaly will cause major reductions in scene mass335
loadings and therefore annual totals, whereas calculated emission rates may be less affected if near-source336
pixels with higher SO2 column density are preserved and have a greater significance to the Gaussian fitting.337
There are likely to be consequences in different tolerances for cloud cover or the obscuring effects of the338
row anomaly, our handling of null data, and different sources of plume speed estimates. Conclusively339
determining the accuracy of two different approaches to estimating SO2 emissions is challenging and,340
given the limitations imposed by row anomaly and the different temporal and spatial resolution of each341
approach, perhaps insurmountable.342
One approach to reduce the discrepancy between our data and that of Carn et al. (2017) would be to343
consider our estimates of SO2 lifetime as maxima. For each year in 2005-15, the common interval of our344
studies, we can calculate mean scene SO2 mass loadings and daily emission rates, and by combining these345
compute rough estimates of lifetime. This results in a mean SO2 lifetime of 10.1 hours (±2.4), considerably346
shorter than the lifetimes we calculated above. 10.1 hours is towards the faster end of published estimates347
of SO2 lifetime in volcanic plumes but may be reasonable for low altitude (boundary layer) conditions in a348
humid tropical setting. Support for short SO2 lifetimes comes from our visual inspection of Bagana plumes349
in OMI field-of-view scenes: using reasonable local wind speed estimates from NCEP Renanalysis 2 data350
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we estimate a likely downwind range of 400-500 km for Bagana plumes to reach before the subsequent351
OMI overpass. On the basis of these criteria we can assess whether observed SO2 is fresh or relict. We find352
that relict plumes are rarely seen. Our analysis is generally aided by most Bagana plumes clearly emanating353
from the volcano (Figure 4).354
Throughout the remainder of this study, we will quote SO2 emissions based on our previously described355
conversion of mass loading to emission rate assuming a 22.5 hour lifetime. We ask the reader to bear in356
mind the potential uncertainty (+51%, -25%) as described above, arising from longer or shorter lifetimes,357
and moreover that under certain conditions even shorter lifetimes may result in scene mass loadings being358
underestimates of Bagana’s true at-source emissions.359
4.1.2 Overview of Bagana’s activity, 2000-17: radiant flux, SO2 emissions, ash plumes360
From low levels in 2000-01, our MODVOLC data show a steady increase in integrated annual radiant361
flux to a peak of 3.6 ×1014 J in 2005, paralleling the peak in SO2 emissions described above (Figure 5a,b).362
During 2006-11, radiant flux and SO2 emissions decrease following similar trends, though the range of363
1.6-2.8 ×1014 J remains above 2000-04 levels. In 2012, a second strong peak is recorded in radiant flux364
(3.4 ×1014 J), comparable to the 2005 peak, and again matching the SO2 emissions data. During 2013-17,365
radiant flux and total SO2 mass decrease to levels comparable to pre-2005, again with very similar trends.366
The radiant flux emitted from a volcanic edifice is proportional to the temperature and areal extent of367
some hot feature, mostly likely a lava flow or dome or an active vent (Wright, 2016). At Bagana, the368
features most likely to be triggering MODVOLC alerts are active lava flows on the edifice flanks; the369
summit dome itself may be too small for consistent detection. Therefore, we interpret the trend in radiant370
flux (Figure 5b) as follows: (i) low level extrusion only in 2000, increasing steadily in the following four371
years; (ii) a major peak in extrusive activity centred on 2005, decreasing thereafter through 2006-11; (iii)372
a second major peak in extrusive activity centred on 2012, decreasing thereafter to low level extrusion373
comparable to pre-2004.374
The inter-annual trend in SO2 mass loading detected by OMI over Bagana (Figure 5a) also suggests375
continuous but variable activity, and is broadly similar in trend to the radiant flux time series (Figure 5b).376
The principal differences are the lack of OMI observations prior to 2004 and the relative magnitude of the377
2012 secondary peak in activity. The two satellite datasets correlate reasonably well (R2 = 0.77, Figure 5d).378
Our interpretation is that increased lava extrusion, indicated by high radiant flux, occurs periodically,379
notably in 2005 and 2012, and is accompanied by elevated SO2 mass loadings. There are years with380
reduced lava extrusion, notably 2000-01 and 2015-16, but the non-zero radiant flux data suggest that381
extrusive activity occurred to some extent in every year between 2000-17. This fits our existing perspective382
of Bagana as a persistently active volcano. The non-zero intercept of the regression line in Figure 5d may383
indicate that SO2 emissions, though correlated, continue when radiant flux drops to zero, a suggestion that384
we will explore further below.385
Figure 5e records the number of VAAs issued for Bagana each year. Since 1998 Darwin VAAC has386
issued over 19,000 VAAs for volcanoes across Indonesia, the southern Philippines, Papua New Guinea,387
and Vanuatu, with 1459 VAAs (7.5% of total) issued for Bagana (dating from May 2004 to September388
2017), a remarkable number for a volcano whose activity is dominantly effusive. Over half (56%) of VAAs389
issued for Bagana date from 2015-17 but this increase over previous years is strongly related to changing390
satellite capability. After September 2015, satellite-based ash detection for Darwin VAAC switched from391
MTSAT-1R and MTSAT-2 observations (hourly frequency) to higher spatial resolution observations by392
Himawari-8 every ten minutes. It is difficult to distinguish changes in activity from changes in satellite393
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sensitivity, so we interpret the MT-SAT (2004-15) and Himawari-8 (2015-17) eras of the VAA dataset394
separately.395
In the MT-SAT era, MODVOLC radiant flux data suggest substantial lava extrusion in 2005 and 2012,396
with reduced extrusion in the surrounding years (Figure 5b). The time series of total VAAs issued is397
anti-correlated with this trend, most notably in 2008-14 (Figure 5e). When extrusion is most active (e.g.398
2005 and 2012), it appears that explosive activity and the production of ash plumes is relatively low, and399
that during intervals of decreased lava extrusion (e.g. 2008-11) the production of ash plumes increases.400
Ash-producing explosions of varying intensity are a common feature of inter-extrusive pauses at dome-401
forming volcanoes (e.g. Norton et al. (2002)). The anti-correlation between the number of VAAs issued402
and total radiant flux does not continue in the Himawari-8 era (Figure 5b,e). This may be a consequence403
of the dramatic increase in frequency of ash detection or, alternatively, a shift to a different style of404
activity: ash venting is also known to occur periodically during extrusive episodes (e.g. Cole et al. (2014)).405
Given uncertainty over short timescale variations in activity at Bagana and a lack of direct ground-based406
observations, we cannot confidently infer the processes which give rise to the various VAAs issued.407
The aviation colour code, also recorded in VAAs, comprises four levels from green, through yellow and408
orange, to red that signify levels of unrest at the volcano in question (Guffanti and Miller, 2013). Activity409
at Bagana, as reported in VAAs, is dominantly tagged at the level of orange, that is, “volcanic eruption410
is underway with no or minor ash emission”. In the MTSAT era, 85% of the VAAs issued were tagged411
orange, with the majority of the remainder tagged yellow; in the Himawari-8 era, 99% of the VAAs were412
tagged orange. Based on these colour codes, Bagana’s ash venting activity falls within a relatively limited413
range of intensity: alerts tagged red were only issued on 4 separate occasions (total of 11 alerts) and never414
persisted for more than a day. Further insight can be gleaned from the ash plume altitude reported in each415
VAA. The altitude range of ash plumes differs strongly between the MTSAT and Himawari eras. The416
MTSAT data show a bimodal distribution, with two peaks of similar magnitude centred on 8000 and 10000417
feet (roughly 2.4 and 3 km), whereas 69% of Himawari-8 observations are of plumes at 7000 feet (2.1418
km). These altitude bins are of course close together, but a key observation is that many more ash plumes419
were reported at 10000 feet or higher in the MTSAT era (210, 39% of total) than in the Himawari era (47,420
or 7% of total). We consider this good evidence for a long-term decrease in the intensity of ash venting421
activity at Bagana, noting that the actual frequency of ash plume detection increases through time due422
to the heightened sensitivity of Himawari-8. The great majority of VAAs issued for Bagana are likely to423
correspond to low level ash venting activity, and not larger explosive eruptions or dome collapse events.424
We infer this from the generally low altitude of the plumes detected (<1% of plumes exceeded 5 km in425
altitude), for example in relation to typical ash venting altitudes reported at Soufrie`re Hills (up to 6 km,426
Cole et al. (2014)).427
4.2 Monthly satellite observations428
4.2.1 Eruptive intervals of several months duration429
The tendency for coincident peaks in radiant flux and SO2 emissions that we observed in our annual time430
series is still clearly apparent when we integrate our OMI and MODVOLC data over monthly intervals431
(Figure 6). Coincidence of peaks and troughs in the two time series can be seen for the majority of our432
study period, with the exception of mid-2016 and mid-2017 when the peaks are slightly offset. The relative433
magnitude of the changes in the two time series do not match well and there is no overall correlation434
between monthly radiant flux and SO2 mass loading (R2=0.47 can be attributed to a positive skewing435
caused by the extreme values of radiant flux and SO2 mass in May 2005; without this pair of points R2 falls436
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to 0.23). Given the different temporal sampling and resolution of the two satellite datasets we do not expect437
a strong quantitative correlation here, despite the good correspondence in topology of the two time series.438
We interpret coincident peaks as eruptive intervals, with high radiant flux signifying active lava extrusion,439
and higher levels of detected SO2 indicating elevated accompanying degassing. Based on our data, the most440
notable eruptive episodes, with highest radiant flux and SO2 emissions, are: (i) May 2005 to December441
2006; (ii) December 2007 to April 2008; (iii) October 2011 to December 2012. In May to July 2005442
monthly radiant flux ranged from 6.7 to 14.0 to 3.0 ×1014 J and the integrated SO2 emissions for the three443
months was ∼680 kt. The nature of this large yet short-lived SO2 release remains enigmatic, as noted444
previously by McCormick et al. (2012). Darwin VAAC reported that ash plumes in mid-2005 did not445
exceed 10000 ft (∼3.3 km, Figure 7) and there was no report relayed to RVO of a large explosive eruption446
or dome collapse from local observers on the ground. We suggest that this interval represents an intense447
episode of lava extrusion at Bagana and is indicative of highly variable activity over short timescales. Based448
on radiant flux or SO2 emissions, this appears to have been the most intense eruptive episode at Bagana in449
recent years.450
A further major eruptive episode occurred in 2010-2012. From Wadge et al. (2012), who analysed 14451
months of TerraSar-X satellite radar observations (11-55 day revisit time) we know there was persistent452
eruption of lava from October 2010 to December 2011, with a variable extrusion rate (from 0.26 m3s−1 to453
1.8 m3s−1; mean = 0.92 ± 0.35 m3s−1). Wadge et al. (2012) argued that Bagana’s lava extrusion can be454
strongly pulsatory on a sub-monthly basis based on their observations of four successive pulses of lava455
advancing down a single channelised flow. From Wadge et al. (2012)’s semi-quantitative analysis of OMI456
data, no conclusive argument could be made regarding systematic trends in gas emissions at the onset or457
through the duration of these pulses in extrusion.458
We have analysed SO2 emissions and radiant flux alongside Wadge et al. (2012)’s extrusion rate data459
(Figure 8). There is not a convincing correspondence between peaks and troughs in the three datasets,460
though SO2 emissions do appear to increase in the wake of elevated radiant flux at the beginning of Wadge461
et al. (2012)’s Pulse 1 and Pulse 3. The onsets of each pulse in lava extrusion, as defined by Wadge et al.462
(2012), are not accurately known but the likely onset intervals do coincide with increased SO2 mass loading463
(for example, late October 2010, late January 2011) and radiant flux (late January 2011, mid September464
2011). This adds some credence to the notion that the onset of each pulse is marked by higher lava extrusion465
and SO2 emission rates, though the differing spatial resolution and coverage of our datasets precludes a466
definitive evaluation of this suggestion. Inter-comparison is limited by the temporally sparse nature of the467
TerraSar-X dataset as well as the fact that OMI observations are exclusively daytime while the MODIS468
observations we have selected to use here are exclusively nighttime.469
We can re-calculate SO2 emissions and radiant flux at the sampling rate of Wadge et al. (2012)’s study,470
that is computing total mass loading or radiant flux corresponding to each 11-55 day interval. Figure 8d-f471
shows that there is a reasonable positive correlation between SO2 mass loading, radiant flux, and erupted472
lava volume when each dataset is binned to the same temporal scale. These relationships support our earlier473
assertion, when looking at longer-duration datasets, that there is a general first-order coupling between474
lava extrusion and gas emission at Bagana, with episodes of elevated extrusion (and therefore radiant flux)475
being generally accompanied by increased SO2 emissions.476
It is unfortunate that Wadge et al. (2012) only had access to TerraSar-X data until December 2011. As477
Figure 8 shows, SO2 emissions and radiance reached considerably higher levels in 2012 than in October478
2010 to December 2011 (see also Figure 6). There is a clear sense in both SO2 and radiant flux data of479
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strongly pulsatory gas and thermal emissions. From this limited perspective, we consider it likely that480
obtaining a larger satellite radar dataset will enable a fuller evaluation of Bagana’s eruptive behaviour.481
4.2.2 Inter-eruptive pauses482
In addition to coincident peaks, our monthly time series of radiant flux and SO2 mass (Figure 6) show483
coincident minima. Near-zero radiant flux can be seen throughout 2001 and the early part of 2002 (before484
OMI’s launch) and also in early 2009, much of 2014-15, and late 2017. In these three latter intervals,485
integrated SO2 emissions are also reduced, often falling below the long-term mean. We consider these486
intervals to be periods of greatly reduced or halted lava extrusion. The near-zero radiant fluxes measured487
by MODIS are likely to indicate low thermal emissions from cooling lava flows or perhaps a dome in the488
summit crater. Notwithstanding this decrease in extrusion rate, SO2 emissions seem to continue, albeit489
at reduced levels, suggesting that in addition to co-eruptive degassing there may be a significant passive490
degassing component to Bagana’s overall emissions budget. Monthly emissions of 30-50 kt correspond491
to mean daily emission rates of 1000-1600 td−1, higher than is observed at most non-erupting volcanoes492
worldwide.493
4.2.3 Timing and intensity of ash emissions494
As discussed earlier, the notable increase in the number of VAAs issued for Bagana in our 2000-2017495
study window is in large part due to the improved sensitivity of the satellite instruments providing data to496
Darwin VAAC. Figure 7 summarises the detection of ash plumes from Bagana in terms of total VAAs per497
month as well as the altitude distribution of the full dataset (1459 events). The MTSAT and Himawari eras498
are again distinguished, with the latter era seeing a major increase in detection frequency, notably of lower499
altitude ash plumes.500
In the MTSAT era, there is a tendency for increased ash emissions to occur during periods of active501
lava extrusion. The number of VAAs issued rises above the MTSAT era mean (10 alerts per month) in 32502
months, and 22 (69%) of these fall into intervals we judge to be co-eruptive. The single most intense ash503
emission event, based on plume altitude, occurred in August 2009, during a short-lived eruptive phase. In504
the Himawari-8 era, we make a contrary observation: the mean (36 alerts per month) is exceeded in 11505
months, of which 8 (73%) fall into inter-eruptive pauses.506
If the general tendency for lower altitude ash plumes in the Himawari-8 era (Figure 5f) is a true volcanic507
phenomenon, and not solely a result of improved detection capability, we could present a cautious508
interpretation. Based on the low altitude reported in VAAs, most of the events that cause ash emission509
at Bagana are low intensity ash venting or puffing events that occur during extrusive episodes due to510
short-lived drops in permeability in the shallow conduit, perhaps due to variable gas/magma ascent rates.511
Such events are more common during extrusive periods when there is a high magma flux up Bagana’s512
conduit. We might term these Type I ash emission events. Inter-eruptive ash venting may then be controlled513
by periodic sealing of gas escape pathways through cooling, non-ascending magma in the conduit. These514
Type II events are likely to have a lesser intensity owing to reduced gas flux from depth (consistent with our515
general trend of lower SO2 emissions in pause intervals). The detection of ash plumes resulting from this516
lower intensity venting activity was not possible in the MTSAT era, but following the switch to Himawari517
lower altitude ash plumes are now more frequently detected and tend to occur in inter-eruptive pauses.518
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5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Co-eruptive and passive SO2 emissions519
Distinguishing two alternating activity states, co-extrusive “phases” and inter-eruptive “pauses”, has been520
successful as a framework for interpreting long-term behaviour of persistently active silicic volcanoes,521
notably Soufrie`re Hills, Montserrat (Edmonds et al., 2003; Wadge et al., 2014; Cole et al., 2014). Herein,522
we have shown that Bagana’s activity can be similarly characterised as alternating intervals of (i) active lava523
extrusion and high SO2 emissions (phases) and (ii) halted extrusion and lower, but still substantial, passive524
SO2 emissions (pauses). In order to explore how the volcano’s SO2 emissions are partitioned between525
these two types of activity, we have colour coded Figure 6 and Figure 7 to distinguish eruptive phases526
(vertical white shading) and quiescent pauses (vertical grey shading).527
We lack reliable direct observations of extrusion on a multi-year basis—contrast with 14-month TerraSar-528
X survey of Wadge et al. (2012)—and have therefore used our radiant flux observations from MODIS to529
define the timing and duration of phases and pauses. We define an eruptive phase to begin when radiant530
flux exceeds a chosen threshold, and consider extrusion to be persisting until radiant flux falls below our531
threshold for at least two months, whereupon we deem an inter-eruptive pause to have begun. A reasonable532
threshold to use for defining phases and pauses might be the long-term monthly mean of our radiant flux533
dataset, which is 1.5 ×1014 J. However, since the distribution of monthly radiant flux is not normal, but534
skewed positively with a long tail, we also consider a lower threshold of 1.0 ×1014 J.535
Changing the threshold from 1.5 ×1014 J to 1.0 ×1014 J (Table 1) reduces the number of both phases536
and pauses and increases the proportion of time that Bagana spends in an extrusive state (from 45% to 60%537
of our study interval). In addition, the lower threshold results in a greater proportion of the total radiant538
flux (81% to 90%) and SO2 emissions (61% to 76%) occurring in phases, i.e. being co-eruptive. The mean539
daily SO2 emission rate between phases and pauses varies relatively little when we change the threshold540
because the greater duration of phases than pauses offsets the increased total phase emissions. For the541
greater proportion of gas and thermal emissions falling in the co-eruptive phases, we prefer the 1.0 ×1014 J542
threshold and have shaded Figure 6 on this basis.543
We have limited independent verification of the timing of active lava extrusion with which to test our544
defined pauses and phases, partly from the 14-month TerraSar-X study of Wadge et al. (2012) but mostly545
from ASTER imagery. ASTER observations of the world’s volcanoes are archived and freely accessible546
online in the ASTER Volcano Archive [https://ava.jpl.nasa.gov/]. Observations of Bagana are relatively547
infrequent but this is offset by ASTER’s high spatial resolution which detects sub-km thermal anomalies548
with greater reliability than sensors such as MODIS with relatively coarse spatial resolution. ASTER549
observations of active lava flows are shown in Figure 6 by the black stars. 81% of ASTER-detected active550
lava flows fall within intervals we have defined as co-eruptive phases. ASTER thermal anomalies during551
our quiescent pauses may indicate cooling lava flows, rather than active extrusion, but we cannot rule out552
the possibility that extrusive episodes are slightly longer or shorter in length than our criteria (based on553
MODIS observations alone) would suggest. We consider this a relatively minor uncertainty.554
Our OMI data indicate that the majority of SO2 emissions occur in eruptive phases rather than in pauses555
(Table 1), with mean co-eruptive emission rates of 3290-3390 td−1 around 30% higher than mean quiescent556
emission rates of 2530-2660 td−1. These daily emission rates are comparable to previously reported SO2557
emissions from Bagana, whether satellite- (Carn et al., 2017) or ground-based measurements (Global558
Volcanism Program, 1983, 1989; McGonigle et al., 2004b), and confirm Bagana’s place among the very559
largest volcanic SO2 sources worldwide (Shinohara, 2013; Carn et al., 2017). No estimates yet exist of560
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Table 1. Table summarising the characteristics of co-eruptive phases and inter-eruptive pauses at Bagana,
with alternative thresholds used to define phase-pause transition..
1.5 ×1014 J threshold 1.0 ×1014 J threshold
phases pauses phases pauses
no. episodes 24 25 19 20
total duration (months) 95 118 127 86
total radiant flux (×1014 J) 25.2 6.0 28.4 2.6
total SO2 emissions (kt) 4776 3048 5941 1884
mean SO2 emissions (td−1) 3389 2662 3286 2525
volcanic CO2 emissions from Papua New Guinea (Burton et al., 2013) and given the high SO2 emissions561
reported throughout the region (McCormick et al., 2012) this is considered a significant gap in our global562
dataset. Recent studies (Aiuppa et al., 2017; Mason et al., 2017) debate the importance of crustal or563
subducted carbon in modulating magmatic CO2/STOTAL ratios, and thefore CO2 emissions, and given564
the lack of constraint on these variables for the New Britain–Bougainville subduction system we cannot565
speculate too far. However, if our estimated SO2 emission rates are correct, even a “carbon-poor” scenario566
(CO2/STOTAL ∼1-2) could result in a daily CO2 emissions from Bagana of 2.5–6.8 ktd−1, or 0.9–2.5 Mt567
yr−1, comparable to known major sources such as Ambrym, Etna, or Popocate´petl (Burton et al., 2013;568
Allard et al., 2016).569
5.2 Explaining Bagana’s high SO2 emissions570
In common with many other arc volcanoes, lava and gas fluxes at Bagana initially seem strongly coupled,571
in that degassing of ascending and erupting magma supplies a strong co-eruptive gas plume. However,572
our discovery of substantial passive emissions at Bagana requires an additional source of gas, other than573
decompression-driven degassing of magma during eruption. One possibility is that the Bagana plumbing574
system stores a larger volume of basaltic andesite magma than is erupted, and sulfur-rich vapour exsolving575
from this magma is continually free to ascend to the surface, regardless of the prevailing state of activity.576
Alternatively, this excess vapour phase could be supplied by a more primitive, deeper-stored magma,577
generating a substantial fraction of exsolved magmatic vapour (Wallace, 2001, 2005; Gerlach et al., 2008;578
Wallace and Edmonds, 2011). Underplating by more primitive magmas is well established in many arc579
volcanoes and there is often chemical or textural evidence for interaction between a deeper reservoir and the580
shallow-stored magma that supplies eruptions (Bacon, 1986; Clynne, 1999; Murphy et al., 2000; Coombs581
et al., 2003; Humphreys et al., 2006; Plail et al., 2018). At Bagana, detailed textural or chemical analyses582
of erupted products might offer a way of distinguishing these scenarios. In the meantime, our study offers583
the first good evidence for an excess gas phase.584
The interval over which we have the best estimate of erupted volume is October 2010 to December 2011,585
thanks to the Wadge et al. (2012)’s TerraSar-X survey. The total extruded volume in this interval was 33 ×586
106 m3, with an estimated mass of 92.4 × 106 t based on a reasonable density for basaltic andesite of 2.8 g587
cm−3. Assuming a phenocryst content of 42% (the mean value across 33 analysed Bagana lavas, Bultitude588
et al. (1978)), the mass of degassing melt is ∼53.6 × 106 tonnes. Integrated SO2 emissions through this589
interval was 7.2 × 105 t, of which 3.6 × 105 t is sulfur. As a first approximation, we can calculate the590
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concentration of sulfur in the melt, [SMELT ], by dividing the emitted sulfur mass by the erupted lava mass,591
yielding an estimate for [SMELT ] of 6340 ppm. Given the previously discussed uncertainty on the SO2592
lifetime used to convert scene mass loadings into emission rates, the range of potential [SMELT ] calculated593
for this interval is 4760-10260 ppm.594
We can repeat this calculation for the full duration of our SO2 dataset, 13 years from October 2004 to595
end September 2017. We assume that the long-term, that is inter-annual, mean extrusion rate at Bagana596
is ∼1.0 m3s−1 (Wadge et al., 2018). From Figure 6 we calculate that Bagana was in an eruptive state for597
127 months of our full OMI SO2 time series (note this calculation uses the data based on the 1.0 ×1014 J598
threshold in Table 1). Combining these data, we estimate the erupted lava volume in this window to be599
340 × 106 m3, equal to a degassing melt mass of 552 × 106 t. Our total co-eruptive SO2 mass loading in600
2004–17 was 5.9 × 106 t SO2, of which 2.95 × 106 t sulfur. From these data, we estimate [SMELT ] to be601
5340 ppm (with a potential range, due to uncertainty on integrated SO2 emissions of 3990-8700 ppm).602
We consider these estimates of [SMELT ] to be implausible. Sulfur concentration of melts can vary widely,603
but for andesitic magma at shallow crustal pressures (below 200 MPa) and relatively oxidising conditions604
(around ∆FMQ 1-2) we would not anticipate more than a few hundred ppm, while island arc basalts605
may hold percent-level sulfur at sulfide saturation (Liu et al., 2007; Jugo, 2009). More likely, volatiles606
are supplied from additional non-erupted magma. If this were of similar basaltic andesite composition to607
the erupted lavas, we would require volumes of non-erupting but degassing magma to be a factor of 5-6608
greater than the total erupted volume, in order to bring our calculated [SMELT ] from ∼5000-6000 ppm609
below at least ∼1000 ppm. From this, we might infer significant endogenic growth of the volcanic edifice,610
thus-far undetected as focussed TerraSar-X surveys (e.g. Wadge et al. (2012, 2018)) may not be sensitive to611
topographic change of the entire edifice relative to a surrounding regional baseline. Alternatively, there may612
be a long-lived, established reservoir where exsolved volatiles accumulate with relatively evolved lavas613
near the roof zone (Huber et al., 2012; Parmigiani et al., 2016; Edmonds and Woods, 2018). The upper614
reaches of the reservoir are tapped periodically by eruption and the reservoir is fed over longer timescales615
by underplating mafic magma that supplies the observed excess volatile phase. Chemical and textural616
analyses of Bagana’s erupted products could shed light on magma intensive parameters and pre-eruptive617
reservoir processes.618
5.3 Influence of gas emissions on eruptive style619
The first quantitative reports of Bagana’s extreme SO2 emissions date to the 1980s (Global Volcanism620
Program, 1983, 1989) and given historical reports and photographs of thick gas plumes emanating from621
the summit (Bultitude, 1976; Bultitude et al., 1978; Bultitude, 1981; Bultitude and Cooke, 1981) it is a622
reasonable assumption that open system degassing is a persistent characteristic of the volcano’s activity.623
This open system behaviour—whether controlled by a permeable bubble network within the rising magma624
or by fractures around the conduit—is likely to be an important control on Bagana’s dominantly effusive625
mode of eruption (Edmonds et al., 2003; Cashman, 2004; Gonnermann and Manga, 2007; Farquharson626
et al., 2015). If permeability were to be compromised and gas escape impeded, the resulting overpressure627
could trigger Vulcanian-style explosive eruptions or dome collapse events, yielding pyroclastic flows and628
ballistic fallout around the edifice. Such phenomena have been reported from Bagana (Bultitude, 1976;629
Bultitude and Cooke, 1981). Explosive damage to the crater rim may influence the flow direction of630
subsequent lava extrusion. Sudden transitions to explosive activity change the nature of volcanic hazard at631
Bagana and modify the risk to surrounding populations. Although the threatened population is relatively632
small (8000, as of 2013), several villages lie in river valleys downslope of the volcano and could be at risk633
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from density current hazards. Given the limited monitoring onsite, mitigating for these potential higher risk634
scenarios is a significant challenge.635
6 CONCLUSIONS
Earlier studies of Bagana volcano have described persistent lava extrusion and a strong sustained summit636
gas plume over several decades, if not centuries (Bultitude, 1976; Bultitude et al., 1978; Bultitude, 1981;637
Bultitude and Cooke, 1981; McGonigle et al., 2004b). Our multi-year satellite observations of SO2 mass638
loading and thermal infrared radiant flux expand our previous work on this volcano (Wadge et al., 2012;639
McCormick et al., 2012; Wadge et al., 2018) and demonstrate that although lava extrusion and gas emissions640
are indeed persistent, they are also highly variable on inter-annual and sub-annual timescales. We contend641
that a first-order coupling exists between lava extrusion and gas emissions, with peak SO2 mass loadings642
identified during episodes or “phases” of active extrusion lasting several months. In addition, we find643
evidence for inter-eruptive “pauses”, of similar duration, where extrusion may largely cease, radiant flux644
emissions are restricted to the cooling of fresh lava flows or the volcano’s small summit dome, and yet645
passive SO2 emissions continue. This pattern of activity—peak gas emissions during extrusive episodes, yet646
substantial emissions continuing during quiescence—is consistent with that seen at other persistently active647
silicic volcanoes, such as Bezymianny, Tungurahua, Soufrie`re Hills, and Popocate´petl (Delgado-Granados648
et al., 2001; Edmonds et al., 2003; Arellano et al., 2008; Lopez et al., 2013b).649
Based on satellite-based OMI data, we have calculated, over multi-year timescales, daily mean SO2650
emissions at Bagana of ∼3300 td−1 in co-eruptive phases and ∼2500 td−1 in inter-eruptive pauses.651
Converting observed SO2 mass loadings into at-source emission rates remains subject to significant652
uncertainties, chiefly over SO2 lifetime, and future work must engage with the challenge of quantifying653
temporal variation in lifetime with local atmospheric conditions. These uncertainties notwithstanding, our654
results confirm that Bagana is among the largest global volcanic SO2 sources. We explore the reasons for655
the extremely high SO2 emissions and conclude that either the magma is unusually sulfur-rich, or there is656
significant “excess” sulfur degassing from magma that does not erupt, whether the same basaltic-andesite657
that supplies the lava extrusion or a deeper body that may or may not interact chemically and physically658
with the erupted magma. Distinguishing these scenarios could be accomplished by geochemical and659
petrographic methods and is a key goal of our future work. Meanwhile, we highlight that the open system660
degassing of Bagana is very likely to be critical for its generally effusive behaviour. Sudden loss of conduit661
or magma permeability to ascending gas may result in explosive eruptions, far larger than the mild ash662
venting activity we have described herein. Such explosive eruptions are known from the historical record.663
Mitigating for these higher risk events at such a remote volcano is a formidable challenge to in-country664
hazard management authorities.665
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Figure 1. (a) Tectonic setting of Papua New Guinea. Topography and bathymetry from EOAA ETOPO1
Global Relief Model (doi:10.7289/V5C8276M). Plate names, boundaries and arrows indicating rate and
direction of motion from Holm et al. (2016). AP = Adelbert Microplate; TT = Trobriand Trough; SSP =
Solomon Sea Plate. Ticked boundaries are subduction zones, with active (black triangles) and inactive (open
triangles) margins distinguished. (b) Sketch geological map of Bougainville showing major lithologies
and known volcanoes, redrawn from Blake (1968). (c) Bagana environs with settlements, rivers and
neighbouring volcanoes indicated. Topography from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission, USGS, 2000.
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Figure 2. (a) Bagana viewed from off-shore to the west-southwest. Note strong summit gas plume.
Distance to summit ∼25 km. (b) A rare clear view of Bagana’s summit, as seen from Patsikopa village
(Figure 1c), ∼7 km to the southwest (c) Zoom to summit region, highlighting strongly degassing fumaroles
and steep, levee-bound upper reaches of the 2000-2008 lava flow field. (d) Aerial photograph (taken by
DJI Phantom drone onboard camera) of lower western slopes of Bagana, with 2000-2008 lava flow field to
the right of the image and heavily vegetated lava flows dating from 1952-1966 in the centre. Far left of
the image shows distal ends of 2010-12 lava flow, and recent debris avalanche deposits reported to have
been emplaced in August 2016. Upper slopes are obscured by low altitude cloud. All photographs by B.T.
McCormick Kilbride, September 2016.
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Figure 3. Summary of activity reported at Bagana for our study interval, 2000-17, after Wadge et al. (2018).
Light blue shading corresponds to reports of active lava extrusion. Vertical purple and red bars indicate
timing of known major debris avalanches or pyroclastic flows, and long vertical black lines indicate known
large explosive eruptions. Short vertical black tick marks indicate timing of ASTER acquisitions where
lava flow direction, shown as cardinal and ordinal letters, on the volcano’s flanks can be distinguished.
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Figure 4. Examples of individual scene SO2 observations by OMI, mapped using OMIplot software
(Carn, 2011). Volcanoes across Papua New Guinea that have been identified as detectable SO2 sources
(McCormick et al., 2012) in OMI data are indicated: M, Manam; L, Langila; U, Ulawun; R, Rabaul
(Tavurvur); B, Bagana. Panel (a-b) shows strong SO2 emissions from Manam and Langila in addition
to Bagana, with Panel (b) illustrating the care that must be taken to correctly attribute emissions when
volcanoes are closely spaced. In Panel (c-d), the area of the OMI swath affected by the Row Anomaly
is shaded in light grey. In Panel C, the full extent of the Bagana SO2 plume can be mapped, whereas in
Panel D, the plume is truncated by the Row Anomaly, and the retrieved scene SO2 mass must therefore be
considered a minimum estimate.
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Figure 5. Satellite observations of Bagana’s activity, binned annually: (a) annual SO2 emissions (black
solid curve), derived from our OMI daily observations, with dashed black lines illustrating potential range
in emissions due to uncertainty over SO2 lifetime. Grey line is annual SO2 emission rates reported by (Carn
et al., 2017); (b) total thermal energy radiated from Bagana, derived from MODIS observations and the
MODVOLC algorithm; (c) scatterplot of integrated thermal energy versus SO2 emissions [this study]; (d)
scatterplot of total SO2 emissions from this study versus Carn et al. (2017); (e) total annual Volcanic Ash
Advisories (VAAs) issued for Bagana; (f) histogram showing frequency of VAAs binned by altitude, with
MTSAT (2004-15) and Himawari-8 (2015-17) eras separated.
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Figure 6. Satellite observations of Bagana’s activity, binned monthly, from January 2000 through
September 2017. Blue curve indicates integrated monthly thermal energy calculated from MODVOLC
data; black curve shows integrated monthly SO2 emissions (note the truncated ordinate). The blue dashed
line corresponds to the monthly radiated energy (1.5×1013 J); the blue dotted line shows the 1.0×1013
J threshold used in definition of phase and pause transitions. Co-extrusive phases are indicated by white
vertical shading; non-extrusive pauses are indicated by grey vertical shading. Black stars indicate timing of
ASTER detections of thermal anomalies on the Bagana edifice.
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Figure 7. Monthly total Volcanic Ash Advisories (VAAs) (a) issued for Bagana between 2000 and 2017
and the altitude of the ash plume (b). Vertical black dashed line in mid-2015 indicates transition to high-
resolution and more regular Himawari-8 observations of ash plumes. Horizontal black dashed lines indicate
the mean number of VAAs issued per month for the MTSAT and Himawari-8 eras. Vertical white and grey
shading indicates phases of lava extrusion and inter-eruptive pauses respectively.
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Figure 8. (a) Bagana’s lava extrusion rate as measured by satellite radar, TerraSar-X (Wadge et al., 2012).
(b) Daily SO2 emission rate calculated from our OMI measurements. (c) Daily integrated thermal calculated
from MODVOLC data. In all three time series panels, pink vertical shading indicates the approximate onset
of each pulse in lava extrusion reported by Wadge et al. (2012). Scatterplots (d-f) compare TerraSar-X
measurements of lava volume (Wadge et al., 2012)with SO2 emissions and thermal energy, with the latter
two integrated over the same measurement intervals as TerraSar-X observations.
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